OVERSIZED IMPACT AND FLOOD WINDOW

Description

Clear view up to 132 sq. ft.
Elimination of horizontal mullion up to 33’ (see Florida approval #200700.2)
Any possible shape max 129” wide max 132 sq. ft.
Curved glass up to 90° with a minimum radius of 110°
Flexible glazing system (see Florida approval)
Use of Low-Iron glass to maximize quality of view
Can be installed with no jam anchor
Glass option monolithic or insulated option
High design pressure +/- 120
Flexible alloy, aluminum or stainless steel
Flexible finish for aluminum AAMA 2604 or AAMA 2605
Flexible finish for stainless steel 316 brush or mirror
Print directly on the glass
6” frame
Potential Use Cases:

- Condo & hotel lobby
- Storefront for car dealer or retail store
- Restaurant or theme park
- High-end residential
- Government building or museum
- Remodeling

Note: On site specific our capacity can reach up to 288 sq. ft.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
info@floodproofing.com
(800) 507-0865